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Abstract—User testing in context with real students and
teachers is vital for good design of technology in classrooms and
it is commonly used in Interaction Design research. This paper
describes how the use of Interaction Design methods of early user
testing “in the wild” can contribute to the design of a robot. Two
user studies are presented that have used a naturalistic approach
to user testing in classrooms with Opie, an ethnodroid robot. The
findings from the qualitative studies were used to inform design
changes and to find suitable implementations for a quantitative
analysis of data collected from the robot. The early user testing in
real classrooms also helped the multi-disciplinary team to have a
common understanding of the context in which the robot was
being used. The paper describes the methods used for both
studies and then discusses the challenges and advantages
researchers have experienced when user testing the two early
prototypes of robots.
Keywords—user testing; naturalistic method; robots in primary
classroom, ethnodroid

I.

INTRODUCTION

User studies of technology are an important part of the
design process in Interaction Design. User studies provide
designers with important information of the context the
technology will be used in and this influences how users will
behave with the technology [1]. Testing of specific technology,
where users are invited to attend and test the designs, may be
done in laboratory settings but this is not always a suitable
option. Where children are the intended users, the situation is
further complicated. The need for children to have
accompanying adults and the fact they are sensitive to new
environments and strangers can impact on the results of user
testing [2]. There are advantages to user testing in a “natural”
setting such as a classroom as it is a familiar environment for
school students and the testing will inform the designers on
how the technology will function in the real world. Classroom
testing can also reveal use and behaviour that the designers did
not necessarily intend from the beginning. Disadvantages of
conducting user testing in classrooms is that the researchers
will need to cope with constant interruptions to their user
testing as well as a larger cohort of students than in a
laboratory environment. Direct comparison between different
environments is also made difficult, as it can be laborious to

analyse material and to clearly identify the specific causes of
different reactions and behaviour.
Children are inventive users of technology and designers are
very often faced with creative children who will come up with
novel uses for the technology they are interacting with. Very
often the children will interact with the technology in ways that
the designers did not foresee [3]. It is therefore important to
engage with the context and its users at an early stage in the
design process, preferably while many of the major decisions
regarding form, scale and function remain open, to ensure as
the best possible fit between the design of the technology and
its context of use. Early user testing of simple prototypes in
context can provide valuable feedback for both the interaction
designers as well as engineers.
Balsaam et. al, [4] argue that technology used as a support in
learning environments have specific needs to its design.
Technology should support the students and teachers in their
learning and teaching. But it can be difficult to do user testing
with younger children as they tend to want to please the
researchers rather than express their actual experience. Hanna,
Risden and Alexander [5] have done a variety of user testing in
laboratory settings and they suggest the environment should be
tailored to suit the child’s developmental level. Better still, user
testing can be conducted in real classrooms so the children are
well familiar with the environment.
Think-aloud protocols are common when user testing with
adults but children do not tend to talk aloud while user testing
[6]. For this reason, ethnographic approaches using methods
such as observations and video may be more informative to
designers [7].
A naturalistic approach to user testing means the new design
prototype is placed in the environment it is designed for,
leaving users to freely play and interact with the protoype.
Researchers take a more passive role and observe how children
interact with the design. The observations are analysed and the
design team can then make changes to the design to improve
the user experience. This approach has been used in the design
of several successful projects such as The Drift Table [8] and
Save the Wild [9].
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In the next section, the OPAL project and the user testing of
the “Opie” ethnodroid (a child-friendly robot that also acts as
an ethnographer) is described. The final section provides a
discussion of the experiences the research group had with early
user testing of a robot in primary schools.
II.

.

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

A. Opie – an ethnodroid and teacher aid
The OPAL project aims to study technology and language.
Opie is one of the early low-fi prototypes of an ethnodroid
robot in the OPAL project. The goal with Opie is to design and
build a child-friendly robot, planned to function as a social
robot to study students’ learning in a variety of learning
settings, including preparatory and grade one classrooms, with
a view to developing robots that ultimately support such
learning. The classroom environment presents specific
challenges, in particular, classroom robots will need to manage
a group of students rather than just focusing on one individual
student. The robot is being designed to not only support
learning but also to document interactions and learning
progress to support the teaching team. From a research
perspective the intention is for the robot to function as both a
participant and an observer in the classroom; hence the term
‘ethnodroid’.
A multi-disciplinary team consisting of mechatronic
engineers, software engineers, linguists, cognitive scientists
interaction designers and psychologists are working on the
design and build of the prototype robots. The first version was
a 110 cm wooden robot with a head and two arms by its side
(see Figure 1).
The low-fi prototypes consist of two Lenovo tablets fixed
to an MDF humanoid shape supported by a wooden frame.
One tablet was fitted inside the head and displayed a pair of
eyes that moved via remote control. The second tablet was
fitted in the torso. This tablet was used by the participating
children to play some educational games. The first version of
the robot was tested in a laboratory environment and in an open
public space. In the lab, before interacting with the robot, the
children played some “warm-up” activities with the staff. The
children interacted with the robot one-on-one and in small
groups, and all sessions were closely facilitated [3].

Figure 1: Early low-fi prototype of Opie at an open public forum. A boy is
playing a letter game with the robot while a facilitator is controlling the
robot’s script via Wizard of Oz.

In a subsequent low-fi protoype, Opie was made slightly
shorter with a 100 cm tall body, a round head on top and two
arms on the side (see Figure 2). The body of the robot was
thicker, and it was clothed in a purple t-shirt. A tablet was
placed inside the head and functioned as the face of the robot.
The head could move from side to side and followed the eyes
with a slight delay. The movements were operated by a Wizard
of Oz (WoZ), a person who sits nearby the robot and remotely
controls the movements using a mobile phone application. The
arms were pliable and could be moved by the children but had
no not autonomous behaviours. The robot’s voice was also
WoZ controlled; the WoZ had a set of responses to choose
from. The head movements and voice could be controlled by
one or two people. After analysing video footage from the first
user testing of Opie, the research team had identified places on
the robot where the students touched (apart from the prompted
touching of the torso tablet). To collect quantitative data, a
6DOF inertial measurement unit was added in one of the
robot’s hands for exploring the measurement of fine dynamic
motion (such as when touched or moved). No responses were
generated from this data.
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Figure 2: Opie in a preparatory classroom before the students arrive in the
morning.

The later version of Opie was user tested in two preparatory
classrooms with students in the age range of 4-5 years old. In
total 40 students interacted with the robot. Opie was set up in a
corner of the classroom and students were invited to play with
the robot during the morning session, which lasted between
one to two hours. Members of the OPAL team had visited the
classroom before the user testing and the teacher had suggested
conducting user testing in the morning when the class normally
split into smaller groups of four to six children. The teacher set
a number of activities for the students to work through during
the morning, taking around 15 minutes per workstation.
Sessions with Opie were added to this morning routine in the
classroom as one of the activities.
With the second version of the robot, we wanted to apply a
more naturalistic approach with less direct facilitation.
Therefore, the team only introduced the children to Opie but
then let Opie speak for itself while the team made observations
and video recorded the interactions. Two Go-Pro cameras and
an Microsoft Kinect were used; one camera was inserted into
the chest of Opie and featured as one of the buttons on the
robot’s polo t-shirt. This camera took video and audio of the
children’s faces. The second camera was put on a shelf next to
where the children were sitting. The placement of the camera
was chosen so the students would not be distracted by it. The
second camera filmed the group dynamic and how the children
negotiated interacting with the robot. The Kinect was placed on
a bookshelf behind the robot was used for 3D and external 2D
vision, as well as recording audio.
III.

DISCUSSION

A. Laboratory and real classrooms
Children are a sensitive group of users and it can be very
difficult to organise good user studies. The children need to
feel comfortable in a familiar environment. A laboratory test
environment is useful as it can be set up with a high level of
control to ensure the specific items the researcher is studying is
being tested. In such user studies in laboratories, it is well-

known that children do not always behave as they normally
would [10], so testing in the wild is also important as it can
provide data the researchers did not anticipate. In our earlier
laboratory and public forum studies, we observed a wide range
of comfort levels. In the laboratory, some children showed
obvious signs of trying to please the facilitator in the set up
environment. In the laboratory we witnessed excitement in the
children to interact with the robot but they were not as
spontaneous with their interactions with the robot but rather
looked for confirmation from the facitiliator before interacting.
The very young age of the children may be a factor in the
children wanting to please the researcher [5]. In the classroom
we observed more spontaneous interactions from the students.
The students appeared confident while being among their
friends and in the familiar classroom. The children would reply
and touch the robot without confirming with the facilitator. The
children were excited but more relaxed and interactive with the
user testing in their own classroom. One limitation we
experienced in testing in a real classroom is that it does not
provide the same level of high control to ensure the quality of
data as the set up laboratory. In summary, the real classroom
testing is valuable as it utilises a familiar environment and
children often behave spontaneously, and provide researchers
with new innovative insights into how the robot can be
interacted with.
B. Resource for all the disciplines in the team
While the engineers and psychologists in the research team
were fully involved in user testing their ideas, hardware and
software, the naturalistic classroom was a new method they
had not worked with before. One of the team (MB) had prior
links to the schools involved in testing, and extensive
experience in educational research, and she took the lead in
designing and organising the field sessions. OPAL team
members from a variety of disciplines set up the robot and
participated in the user testing. The data collected became a
strong resource for all members of the project. For example,
the mechatronic engineers found useful data to support
recommendations for how the structure of the robot would
need to be modified. One of the software engineers spoke
about how he was surprised how useful it was to witness how
children interacted with the robot and how he straight away
could identify necessary changes to the software for the robot
to function better.
The method of letting the children explore Opie on their
own meant that the team was provided with information about
the interactions and this was used as a basis for deciding what
kind of quantitative data we wanted Opie to collect, what kind
or sensors to use and where to position them.
C. Teacher engagement
One benefit with the laboratory studies was that all
members of the research team could easily observe the user
testing from behind a mirror window. When user testing in a
real classroom, we needed a much more detailed plan of how
to set up the robot in the classroom, where to position cameras
and how many researchers could be present without causing
too much disruption to the classroom’s normal activities. It is
vital that trust is built between researchers and teachers. The
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research team made great efforts to ensure the teachers felt
comfortable with having a user study in their classroom. The
teacher is still responsible for all her students feeling safe and
there might be students with special needs such as autism or
ADHD. The teachers are the experts in the classroom and their
recommendations contribute greatly to the researchers’
understanding of the context. This feedback in turn influences
the design of the robot.
D. Method to support the communication with in a MD-team
Early user testing, in which the entire multi-disciplinary
team actively participated, provided a shared experience and
understanding for the project of designing an ethnodroid robot.
These experiences helped the team clarify when terminology
used had different meanings in the various disciplines. One
example was the use of the word ‘prototype’. For the
interaction designers this was the mock-up of an idea compared
to the mechatronic engineers who saw this as a build of the
functionally most important components of the robot.
The team effort of organising the user testing of Opie also
provided a good group community where the researchers could
get an insight into each other’s perspective on the research
problems. The insight into the other perspectives on the
research project made each researcher see how the various
disciplines contributed and had an impact on the full project
[11].
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